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THE GENERA OF AMALGAMATIONS OF GRAPHSt1)

BY

SETH R. ALPERT

ABSTRACT,   li p < m, n then K    V„   K    is the graph obtained by identify-

ing a copy of Ä    contained in   K     with a copy of  K    contained in K .   It is
p m ' p n

shown that for all integers p  < m, n the genus g(K    V ,,   K ) of K    V ,,   K    is
r °     m     Kp    n m     Kp    n

less than or equal to   e(K   ) + g(K  ).   Combining this fact with the lower bound
m n

obtained from the Euler formula, one sees that for  2sps5i g(K     V„   K )  is
r       ' °     m     K.p    n

either  g(K   ) + g(K ) or else  g(K   ) + g(K ) — 1.   Except in a few special cases,

it is determined which of these values is actually attained.

I. PRELIMINARIES AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A. Background.   For the purposes of this discussion, a graph is a finite sim-

plicial 1-complex.   In particular, graphs have finitely many vertices, no loops, and

no multiple edges.   Unless otherwise specified, the graphs considered here are

assumed to be connected.

The genus of a graph G is the minimum genus  g(G) of any closed orientable

2-manifold in which G can be imbedded.   A classical problem in graph theory is

to find a method for computing the genus of an arbitrary graph.   Elegant algorithms

due to Edmonds [3] (for details see Youngs [17]) and Boland [2] solve this problem

theoretically, but both are too lengthy to be of practical computational use.

Much of the progress in this area has been in the computation of the genera

of certain special classes of graphs.   The most important result of this type is

the determination of the genera of the complete graphs.   Specifically, the complete

graph   K    has vertices 1, 2, • • • , n and an edge between each pair of distinct ver-

tices.   For any real number x, the ceiling of x is the least integer {x\ greater than

or equal to x.

Complete Graph Theorem.   For all n > 3,

giKn)={in-3)in-4)/l2\.

The long and difficult proof of this theorem is accomplished in twelve cases,
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2 S. R. ALPERT

depending on the residue class of n modulo 12 [lu].   It is due to Ringel and Youngs

with the aid of Gustin, Mayer, Terry, and Welch   ([4],   [7], [8], M, tlO], [ll], [l2],

[13], [14], [15], [18], [19]).

A graph G will be called critical if for each edge e oí G, g{G ~ e) = g(G) - 1.

The following theorem on critical complete graphs is obtained as part of the proof

of the Complete Graph Theorem.

Theorem 1.1.   If m - 12s + 5 and s > 0 or if m = 12s + 2 and s > 1  is odd, then

K     is critical.
m

B. Statement of the problem. An approach to the problem of genus suggested

by Harary is to consider the genera of amalgamations of graphs. Specifically,

suppose T is a subgraph both of G and of H. Fix a copy of T contained in G and

another contained in H. The amalgamation of G and H along T is the graph G V_f/

obtained by identifying the fixed copies of T, consolidating any multiple edges

which may arise. Of course, this terminology is imprecise because both G and H

may contain several different copies of T. However, the main interest here is in

the case when G and H ate complete, and therefore G V_ H is completely deter-

mined by the isomorphism class of T. Thus no confusion will arise from the use

of this terminology in the present context.

One might hope to find some relationship between the genus of  G  V^-rY and

the genera of G, H, and T.   In fact, when T consists of a single vertex, Battle,

Harary, Kodama, and Youngs [l] have obtained the following result.

Theorem 1.2.   For all graphs G and H,

g(G  VK   H)= g(G)+ gill).

A simple example demonstrates that no such relationship need hold when T

is more complicated.   Let G, H, and T be as in Figure 1.

// T
G

Figure 1

Clearly G, H, and T ate of genus 0 and G VT H = Ky   It is well known that

«(*,)-!.

Now let   G  , H , and  T    be graphs obtained by amalgamating n copies of G,
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H, and T, respectively, along the single vertex 1.   It follows from Theorem 1.2 and

from induction that g(G    V r   H  ) = n and that G  , H , and   T    ate all of genus 0.

In order to avoid such difficulties, attention here will be focused on amalga-

mations of complete graphs.

C. Summary of results. The major results obtained in this paper are for amal-

gamations of complete graphs along K , p < 5, and are summarized in the follow-

ing theorems.

The following upper bound for g(Km V„ K ) will be obtained as Proposition

1.15 in §1. E.

Theorem 1.3.   For all m, n, and p such that m and n > p,

g(K     V„    K )<giK   ) + giK )." 777 Z< 77—   « m ö 7?
P

When one or both of   K    and K    is critical and p is sufficiently large, this

upper bound can be decreased by 1 or 2 as it is shown in §III.D.   For large p this

is probably a poor upper bound, but improving on it seems to be quite difficult.

Further comments on this appear in §IV.C.

The following corollary to Theorem 1.3 is obtained in §I.E.

Theorem 1.4.   // p < 5, then for all m and n > p,  g(K    V K   K ) is either g(K   ) +

8(KJorSÍKm)+giKJ-i.

Chapter II is devoted to proving the following result.

Theorem 1.5 (/^-amalgamations).  (1) // g(Km V ̂ KJ = g(KJ + g(Kn) - 1,

then m is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12, and n is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12.

(2) If K    and K    are critical, then g(K    V„    K ) = g(K   ) + g(K ) - 1.
v     '      ' 77Z 77 ' Sv      77! K 2       n' 6V     77! ' 6V      7T

Note that, in conjunction with Theorems 1.1 and 1.4, Theorem 1.5 gives a de-

termination of  e(K    Vj,    K  ) tot all zzz and n except when one of m and n is con-

gruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12 and the other is of the form  24s + 2,  s > 1.

This gap would be filled if it could be shown that all graphs of the form

K, .      _,  were critical.   Because this problem remains unsolved, there are similar

gaps in the following theorems, all of which are proven in Chapter III.

Theorem 1.6 (/^-amalgamations). (1) 'If g(Km V„ Kn) = g(KJ + g(Kn) - 1,

then one of m and n is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12, and the other is congruent

to 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, or 10 modulo 12.

(2) If K    and K    are critical, then g(K    V ,.   K  ) = g(K   ) + g(K)-l.
v     '      ' 77! 7! * "v      77! K 7,       7! " 771 ftv      7! '

(3) //  K     is critical and n is congruent to 1, 6, 9, or 10 modulo 12, then

g(K    V K   K ) = g(K   ) + g(K  ) - 1   if and only if K    has a minimal imbedding with

a 6-sided face which has a repeated vertex (these terms are defined in the next
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section).   By symmetry, the same statement with the roles of m and n interchanged

is also true.

Theorem 1.7 (K.-amalgamations).  (1) If g(K    V .,   K ) = g(K   ) + g(K)-l,
4 °        m       K^       r2 °        772 °        72

then one of m and n is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12 and the other is congruent to

1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 11 modulo 12.

(2) // Km and Kn are critical, then gO^V^ KJ = g(KJ + g(Kn) - 1.

(3) If one of 722 and n is congruent to 5 modulo 12 and the other is congruent

to 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 11 modulo 12, then g(Km V^ KJ = g(KJ + g(Kn) - 1.

Theorem 1.8 (/^-amalgamations). (1) // g(Km V K K^) = g(Km) + g(K )-l,

then one of the following conditions is true.

(a) One of m and n is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12.

(b) 072e of m and n is congruent to 8 or 11 modulo 12 zzW /ie oiier is con-

gruent to 1, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 11 modulo 12.

(2) //  K    and K    are critical, then g(K    V „   K  ) = p(K   ) + g(K  )-l.' 772 72 ' °v     772 Kj       72 ö 772 6 n

(3) // one of m and n is congruent to 5 modulo 12, then  p(K    V „   K ) =
° ° 722 2\ c        72

g(Km)+g(Kn)-l.

Note that an immediate consequence of the parts (2) of the above theorems is

the following.

Corollary.   iV K    and K    are critical and 2 < p < 5, then g(K    V „   K  ) =J ' 722 72 _r_^> öv772 Kp       72

g(Km) + g(K„)-l.

Some additional results of this type appear in §III.D.

For an explanation of the congruence conditions on m and 72 of the above

theorems, see the remark following Table 1.1.

D. Basic properties of imbeddings of graphs. This section is devoted to de-

veloping some terminology and basic facts about imbeddings of graphs in closed

orientable surfaces. To avoid trivialities, assume that graphs other than /C do

not have points of degree one.

If /: G —• M is an imbedding of a graph in an orientable surface, the image

of / is also called G.

The components of M ~ G ate called faces.

It all faces are open 2-cells, the imbedding is a 2-cell imbedding.

A standard topological cutting argument shows that any minimal imbedding is

a 2-cell imbedding.   Youngs [17] gives such an argument in detail.

A 2-cell imbedding of G in M gives a cellular decomposition of M into the

faces.   Hence the well-known Euler formula holds.   In particular, if  V(G) is the

number of vertices of a graph G and E(G) is the number of edges, then for any
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2-cell imbedding of G in a surface of genus g with F faces the Euler formula is

2 - 2g= V(G)- E(G)+ F.

Note that the boundary of any face P of a 2-cell imbedding of G is a closed

walk of G.   If the length of this walk is 72, then P is called an n-sided face.

The orientation on a surface M induces an orientation on the boundary of any

face of a 2-cell imbedding of a graph in M.   A convention to be followed here is to

give the boundary of a face of a 2-cell imbedding the opposite orientation.   The

purpose of this is notational and will be clarified in §I.F on schemes.

Using this orientation, the boundary of any face of a 2-cell imbedding of a

graph G may now be thought of as a directed closed walk of G.   The face itself

will be referred to and denoted by the cyclic sequence of vertices of its boundary,

enclosed by square brackets.   Except where some confusion might arise, no attempt

will be made to distinguish between faces of 2-cell imbeddings and their boundaries.

This is illustrated by Figure 2, where the graph G is imbedded in the 2-sphere.

There, and throughout this paper unless otherwise specified, the orientation is

taken to be counterclockwise.   The displayed imbedding has faces [l, 4, 2], [2, 4,

3], and [1, 2, 3, 4L

1

2 \x *'
3

Figure 2

An 72-sided face P of a 2-cell imbedding may very well have fewer than n dis-

tinct vertices or edges on its boundary.   A vertex or edge appearing more than once

on P will be called a repeated vertex or edge of P.   Because graphs do not have

multiple edges, P can have a repeated vertex only if n > 6 and a repeated edge

only if 72 > 8.   Faces without repeated vertices or edges will often be referred to

as polygons and given the usual geometric names.   Thus all 3-sided faces are tri-

angles, all 4-sided faces are quadrilaterals, and all 5-sided faces are pentagons.

If x is a vertex of a graph imbedded in a surface M, the orientation on M in-

duces a cyclic ordering of the vertices adjacent to x which will be called the ad-

jacency tour at x.   This ordering is obtained by taking a small loop about x and

looking at the intersections of the loop with the edges emanating from x in the

order given by the induced orientation on the loop.

Given a 2-cell imbedding of G in M, the adjacency tour at a vertex x of G will

be denoted by writing x) followed by the adjacencies to x written in the proper
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cyclic order.   For example, the adjacency tours at the vertices of the imbedding

displayed in Figure 2 are 1) 2, 4, 2) 3, 4, 1,  3) 4, 2, and 4) 1,2, 3.

An angle of a face P of a 2-cell imbedding is an ordered triple of vertices,

written abc, such that   P = [a, b, c, • • • ].   The vertex b is the center of the angle

and a and c ate its endpoints.   Clearly abc is an angle of some face of a 2-cell

imbedding if and only if c is the successor of a in the adjacency tour at b.

These concepts will be further elaborated upon in §I.F.

The triangulation deficiency d(G, g) of a graph G for genus g is defined to be

d(G, g) = 6g-6+ 3V(G)- EiG).

In case g = g(G), d(G, g(G)) is simply called the triangulation deficiency of

G and denoted d(G).

If there is a 2-cell imbedding of G in a surface of genus g with F faces, then

an elementary manipulation of the Euler formula shows

diG, g) = 6g-6+ 3V(G)- EiG) = 2E(G)-3F.

The motivation for this terminology is made clear by the following proposi-

tion.   Assume that G has no vertices of degree one.

Proposition 1.9. (1) // there is a 2-cell imbedding of G in a surface of genus

g and if F,   is the number of k-sided faces, then

diG, g)= £ ik-3)Fk.

(2) If d(G, g) > 0, then it is the number of edges which would have to be

added to a 2-cell imbedding of G in a surface M of genus g in order to make it a

triangulation of M.

(3) '/ d(G, g) < 0, G cannot be imbedded in a surface of genus g, and at least

\d(G, g)\ edges would have to be removed from G to make such an imbedding pos-

sible (even though that might not always work).

Proof.   (1) In a 2-cell imbedding of G each edge appears twice as the side of

a face.   Hence  2E(G) = X, F,.   Moreover, G has no loops or multiple edges, so

this sum may be taken over all  k > 3-   It follows that

diG, g) = 2E(G)-3F= X *Pfe-3 Z Ffe= Z (k " 3) Ff
k>i k>5 fe>3

(2) By (1), if d(G, g) > 0 there is at least one nontriangular face in any 2-

cell imbedding of G in a surface of genus g.   This means that an edge (possibly

multiple)   can be drawn across that face, increasing  F(G) and F each by one, and

hence decreasing  2F(G) - 3F   by one.   The conclusion now follows by iteration

of this procedure.   Of course, d(G, g) > 0 does not guarantee the existence of any
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imbeddings of G in a surface of genus g.

(3) By (1), if d(G, g) < 0 there is no 2-cell imbedding of G in a surface of

genus g and hence no imbedding at all.   If  |zi(G, g)\  edges are removed from G to

yield a new graph G , then by definition of triangulation deficiency, d(G', g) = 0.

Hence an imbedding of  G    in a surface of genus g could possibly exist.

Corollary 1.10.   For any graph G without vertices of degree 1,

g(G)>\E(G)/6~ V(G)/2+ 1\.

Proof.  A minimal imbedding is a 2-cell imbedding and so d(G)> 0.   That is,

6g(G)- 6+ 3V(G)- E(G)> 0,

from which the conclusion readily follows.

E. Bounds on   p(K   V„   K )—Proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
°        772     K p      n

Proposition 1.11.   For all graphs G, H, and T,

d(G  VT //, g(G) + g(ll) - g(T) + x) = diG) + dill) - diT) + 6x.

Hence g(G Vr H) > g(G) + g(H) - g(T) + I (d(T) - d(G) - d(H))/6\.

Proof.   By definition of triangulation deficiency, for any graph G, d(G) =

6g(G) - 6 + 3V(G) - E(G).

Observe that  V(G VTH) = V(G) + V(H) - V(T) and E(G MTH) = E(G) + E(H) -

E(T).   Consequently,

diG  Vr //), g(G) + g(H) -g(T)+ x)

= 6g(G) + 6g(H) - 6g(T) + 6x - 6 + 3V(G VT H) - E(G  Vr H)

= 6x + 6g(G) - 6 + 3V(G) - E(G) + 6g(ll)

-6+ 3V(H) - E{H) - 6g(T) + 6 - 3V{T) + E{T)

= 6x + d(G) + d(H) -d(T).

Since  d(G MTH) > 0 and since g(G MTH ) = g(G) + g(H) - g(T) + x f or some

integer x, it follows that 6x + d(G) + d(H) - d(T) > 0 and so

x > \(d(T) - diG) - d(G))/6\.

Hence

g(G VT H)>g(G) + g(ll)-giT)+ \idiT) - diG) - dill))/6\.

Proposition 1.12.   For all integers  q > 3,

diKq) = 6i\iq - 3)(q - 4)/l2| - (q - 3)(q - 4)/l2).

Proof.   By the Complete Graph Theorem, g(Kq) = \(q - 3)(q - 4)/l2i.   Since

K   has q vertices and (q   - q)/2 edges,
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diKq) ~6\iq~ 3)(? - 4)/l2l -6 + 3q-iq2 - q)/2

= 6\iq- î)iq - 4)/l2f - iq2 - lq + 12)/2

= 6({(«7 - 3)(? - 4)/l2| - (? - 3)(«7 - 4)/l2).

A consequence of Proposition 1.12 is that the triangulation deficiency of  K

depends only on the residue class of q modulo 12.   For example, if q is congruent

to 5 modulo 12, then  q = 12s + 5 for some s, and

¿(K12s+5) = 6(i(l2s+ 2)(l2s+ 0/12}- (12s + 2)(12s + l)/12) = 5.

In Table 1.1, the triangulation deficiency of  K   tot all q > 3  is given as a

function of the residue class of q modulo 12.   Note that the only possible values

for d(K  )are 0, 2, 3, and 5.

Table 1.1

diK )  as a function of the residue class of q modulo  12,   q > 3

Residue class of ? mod 12   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10   11

diK) 03500530233     2

Comparing Table 1.1 to the congruence requirements on m and n in Theorems

1.5—1.8, one sees that most often the restrictions amount to asking that d(K ) as-

sume one or more of the four possible values 0, 2, 3, and 5.   In fact

n = 0, 3, 4, or 7 mod  12 if and only if diKj = 0,

n = 8 or  11  mod   12 if and only if diKj = 2,

n s 1, 6, 9, or  10 mod  12 if and only if <i(Kn) = 3,

n= 2  or  5  mod   12 if and only if  diK ) = 5.
J 7!

Corollary 1.13.   //  K    is critical, then q is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12 and

there is a triangular imbedding of K   ~ K .

Proof. Suppose  K    is critical.   Then  K   ~ K.  can be imbedded in a surface

of genus g(K  ) - 1.   Hence d(K   ~ K , g(K ) - 1) > 0.   But by definition of tri-

angulation deficiency, ri(fi   ~ K , g (K ) - 1) = d(K ) - 5.

Hence d(K )> 5.   The result now follows from Proposition 1.12 (see Table

1.1), since  d(K   ~ K , g(K  ) - 1) must equal 0, and therefore any imbedding has

only triangular faces.

Corollary 1.14.   // 2 < p < 5, then for all m and n,

giKm   VK    Kn)>g(Km) + g(Kn)-l.
P
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Proof.   If 2 < p < 4, then d(K ) is either 0 or - 1.   Hence d(K  ) - d(K   ) -
— — p p 772

d(K  )>—11   and by Proposition 1.11,

8{Km   VKp Kn) > g(Kj + g(Kn) - g(Kp) + \(d(Kp) - d(Kj - d(Kn))/6\

>g(Km) + g(Kn)-l,

If p= 5, then zj'(K5)= 5 and g(K,.) = 1, so d(Kp) - d(KJ - d(KJ >- 5.   The

conclusion follows from Proposition 1.11.

If graphs G and H ate amalgamated along an edge e, it is easy to see that

g(G V H) < g(G) + g(H).   For if G and H ate minimally imbedded in surfaces  M.

and M2, respectively, then e must lie on the boundary of a face  P   of M.   and a

face  P'   of z\L.   Since the imbeddings of G and W are minimal, P. and P?  are open

2-cells and hence it is possible to excise from them open 2-cells  C. and C?  such

that the boundary of  C. intersects the boundary of  P. precisely in e, as in Figure 3.

P. '

'cr^/ v- s

Local picture on  M. Local picture on M,

Figure 3

If the resulting boundaries are identified so that the copies of e match up,

the result is an imbedding of G V H in the connected sum of M   and M  , that is,

in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H).

Suppose that complete graphs   K    and K    ate amalgamated along   K  .   Note

that   K   V„   K    is independent of which triangular subgraphs of  K    and K    one722      K3      72 r & °       r 772 72

amalgamates along.   Any minimal imbedding of  K   , m > 3, has several triangular

faces.   Hence one can select triangular faces in minimal imbeddings of  K    and

K  , excise them from the respective surfaces, and identify the resulting boundaries

in such a way so that vertices and edges match up to obtain an imbedding of

K   V.,  K    in a surface of genus  g(K   ) + g(K  ).   It follows that g(K   V     K  ) <772      K3      72 fe & 772 ° 72 ° 772      K 3      72     —

«<K J + S(«n)-
These ideas can be extended to amalgamations of complete graphs along any

1.3.

K  , as it will be shown in the following proposition, originally stated as Theorem

Proposition 1.15.  For all m, n, and p, g(Km^K  K„) S ë(Km) + g(K„)-

Proof.  If p = 1, apply Theorem 1.2.   For p = 2 the preceding argument gives

the desired result.   So assume  p > 3.
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Given a minimal imbedding of  K     in a surface M select a vertex 1 with ad-

jacency tour  1) 2, 3,•••, m.

For ail z such that 2 < /' < p - 1, il (i + 1) is an angle of some face of the im-

bedding.   Because  K     is complete there exists an edge between i and z + 1.

Hence if z'l(z + 1 ) is not already an angle of a triangular face, the edge (i, i + 1)

may be moved from its original location in the imbedding so as to make the tri-

angle complete.   There is therefore no loss in generality in assuming that for all

i such that 2 < i < p - 1, the angle  z'l(z +1) is an angle of a triangular face.

Now delete all edges between 1 and 3, 4, • • •, p - 1  to obtain an imbedding

of  K    ~ Ky, p - 3  in a surface of genus  g(K   ) with a p-sided face   P = [p, p - 1,

•••, 2, l].   This is illustrated in Figure 4a.

P-2.....4 p-1   .---. 4 P-A.---A' p-2'...4'

"W-xy -wo
i * i r ^ '

a b

Figure 4

Similarly, given a minimal imbedding of   K    in a surface M  , select a vertex

p    with adjacency tour

p')  n', n- l',...,ip+ 1)', (p-1)', •-., 2', I'.

As before, assume that all angles (z + l)'p'i' with 1 < z < p - 2 are angles of tri-

angular faces. As is illustrated in Figure 4b, where M is given a clockwise ori-

entation, one can now delete all edges between p and 2 , J> , • • • , (p - 2) to ob-

tain an imbedding of  Kn -o K , p - 3  in a surface of genus  g(Kn) with a p-sided

face   P'=[r,2',---,V].
Excise P from M and P' from M' and identify the boundaries so that the ver-

tex i of K     is matched up with the vertex z    of K  ,  1 < i < p, and so that the cor-
m * 7! —     —

responding edges match up.   Note that this identification is made so that the re-

sulting surface is still orientable.

After deleting any multiple edges which arise from the identification, one ob-

tains an imbedding of a graph G in the connected sum of M and M  , that is, in a

surface of genus  e(K   ) + e(K ).    Since  K    and K    ate complete, it is clear that
ft ^     m n m n

the edges deleted from them to form the polygons P and P  are restored by the

identification.   Hence  G=K   V      K    and the proof is complete.
m    rC p    n

Notes.  (1) In certain special cases, the type of construction used in the

proof of Proposition 1.15 can be made for lower genus subgraphs of  Km and Kn

in such a way so that the identification process restores enough missing edges
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to yield an imbedding of  K   V„   K    in a surface of genus less than g(K   ) + g(K  ).

For examples, see §111. D.

(2) Observe that  K   V     K   = K -x, K      . .   Thus an obvious upper
772       Kp      n 772+72 —p 772 —p,72 —p rr

bound for g(K   V..   K  ) is p(K A   However, this is an improvement on the
° 772       /\£       72 ° 772 + 72 — p r

bound obtained in Proposition 1.15 only when p is close to 722 or n.

Corollary (Theorem 1.4).  // p < 5, then for all m and n, g(^m^K  K ) Is either

^m)+g(^n)org(Km) + g(Kn)-l.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.14 and Proposition

1.15.

F. Schemes.  When studying imbeddings of graphs in surfaces of higher genus,

it soon becomes apparent that trying to draw pictures is generally insufficient.

What is needed is some simple means of describing an imbedding of a graph.   Ac-

tually, this is at hand in some of the concepts developed in §I.D.

A scheme for a 2-cell imbedding of a graph is a list of the adjacency tours at

each vertex as given by the imbedding.   Clearly, any 2-cell imbedding gives rise

to a scheme.

Conversely, given a graph G, one can arbitrarily prescribe an "adjacency

tour" at a vertex x of G by writing in any cyclic order those vertices adjacent to

x.   A result of Edmonds [3], given in detail by Youngs [l 7], states that a list of

such "adjacency tours," one for each vertex of G, actually is a scheme for a 2-

cell imbedding of G in some orientable surface.

Youngs gives an explicit process for constructing the imbedding associated

to such a scheme.   Because of its frequent use in what follows, it will now be dis-

cussed in some detail.

Let G be a graph with vertices 1, 2, ■ • • , 72 and suppose that a scheme for G

is given. For each z, define a cyclic permutation P. of the vertices adjacent to

i by sending a vertex to its immediate successor in the adjacency tour at z.

The permutations   P., • • • , P    define a permutation P on the set of directed

edges of G given by P(x, y) = (y, P  (x)).   Because x is adjacent to y, P is well

defined.

Let R be an otbit of P of length k, and let S be an oriented 2-cell in the form

of a polygon with k sides.   Pick a directed edge (a, b) in R and label any side of

S (a, b).   The next side of S in the chosen direction of the orientation is labeled

P(a, b), and so on until the successive sides of S in the direction of the orienta-

tion have been named

(a, b), P(a, b), P2(a, b), ... , Pk~ x(a, b).

If Rj, • • • , RF is the collection of orbits of P, the process described above

results in oriented 2-cells  £.,•••, Sp with sides labeled by the directed edges
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of G.   This collection has the property that if (a, b) is the side of one of S    • • • ,

SF, then (b, a) also appears as a side of one of them and each appears exactly

one time in this way.   Because G is connected, no nonempty proper subset of S.,

• • • , Sp  has this property.

Hence the usual identification procedure of combinatorial topology produces

an orientable 2-manifold M.   By definition of P, and since each directed edge of G

lies in some orbit, the sides of the 2-cells  5., • • • , Sp on M constitute a 2-cell

imbedding of G in M.   The orientations on S., ■ •■ , Sp induce an orientation on M.

The opposite orientation on M yields an adjacency tour at z such that the successor

to a vertex k is P (k), tot all i.   The convention here will be to use this opposite

orientation on M.

It should be mentioned that this construction yields an algorithm for comput-

ing the genus of an arbitrary graph.   The genus of the imbedding associated to a

scheme is found by computing the number of orbits, that is, faces, and applying

Euler's formula.   The minimum among all genera of schemes for a graph is the

genus of the graph.   Since the number of schemes for a graph with vertices   v.,

v2, • • • , v    is IT?_ .(deg(f .) - 1)!, this algorithm is of no practical use.

An example will give the reader a better feeling for these concepts.   Consider

the graph displayed in Figure 2, which is reproduced here.

1

Because vertices 1 and 3 are of degree 2, and by symmetty the only schemes in-

equivalent under graph automorphism for this graph are

(a)        1)    2, 4 (b)       1)     2, 4

2) 1,3,4 2)     1,4,3

3) 2, 4 3)    2, 4

4) 1,2,3 4)    1,2,3.

The required computation shows that scheme (a) has faces [2, 1, 4], [l, 2, 3,

4], and [2, 3, 4], just as in the figure.   The only face of scheme (b) is found to be

[2, 1, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 4, 3], and so this scheme gives a 2-cell imbedding of the

given graph in the torus.

Some simple relationships between schemes and triangular imbeddings will

be used frequently and are therefore worth stating explicitly.

Proposilion 1.16 (Ringel [8]).   A scheme for a graph G yields a triangular im-

bedding of G if and only if one of the following equivalent rules holds for all
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vertices i, j, k and I of G.

(R ) // the adjacency tour at i is i) j, k, /,•••, then the adjacency tour at k

is k) I, i, /,•••.

(Rl) // the adjacency tour at i is i) j, k, • • • , then the adjacency tour at k is

k) i, /»••••

(R2) // the adjacency tour at i is i) k, /,•••, then the adjacency tour at k is

k) /,/',•••.

Proof.   If the scheme is for a triangular imbedding of G and if /, k, and / are

successive vertices in the adjacency tour at z, then jik and kil ate angles of ad-

jacent triangles, as in Figure 5.

/

"\ - /*   ^

i

Figure 5

This makes it clear that the adjacency tour at k is k) I, i, /,•••, so R   holds.

Clearly, R   implies Rl and R2.

Conversely, suppose R holds, and let P be the permutation of the directed

edges of G given by the scheme. It suffices to show that every orbit of P is of

length 3.

Suppose that  P(x, y) = (y, z).   Then the adjacency tour at y is y) x, z, • • •

and hence by R   the adjacency tours at x and z ate x) zt y, • • • and z) y, x, • • •.

This means that  P(y, z) = (z, x) and P(z, x) = (x, y).   Thus the orbit containing

(x, y), and so all orbits of P, are of length 3.

If Rl holds, then i) j, k, I, • • • implies k) i, ;',••• and /) z, k, • • •, which in

turn implies k) I, i, /',•••.   Hence Rl implies R .

Similarly, if R2 holds, then i) j, k, I, • • •  implies k) I, i, — and /') k, z, • • •,

which in turn implies k) I, i, /,•••.   Thus R2 implies R  .   This completes the

proof.

As a final remark, notice that if one of the rules of Proposition 1.16 holds for

some portion of a scheme, then the faces given by that portion of the scheme are

triangular, and conversely.

II. AMALGAMATIONS ALONG K2-PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5

A. Restatement of theorem and analysis of cases.  The major goal of this

chapter is to prove Theorem 1.5, which is now restated as Theorem II.l.

Theorem II.l.  (1) // g(KmVK  KJ = g(Km) + g(KJ - 1, then m is congruent

to 2 or 5 modulo 12, and n is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12.
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(2) // Kn and Km are critical, then g(Km VK  KJ = g(K   ) + g(K ) - 1.

The proof will be by cases according to the value of the triangulation defici-

ency of Km\IK  K   for genus gCO +■ g(Kn) - 1.   This is computed using the for-

mula of Proposition 1.11 and is displayed in Table II. 1 as a function of d(K   ) and
77!

d(Kn) (see Table 1.1).

Table II. 1

diK      V„    K , giK   ) + g(K ) - 1) as a function of diK   ) and diK )

d(K

d(K   f

By Proposition 1.9, if the triangulation deficiency is negative then an

imbedding is  impossible.   Hence the oniy ¡.ases  lu consider are when

d(K   V , K , g(K  ) + g(K ) - 1) is either 0, 1, 2, 3, or 5.   §II.B is devoted to proving
771 J<2     H TW 71

the impossibility of imbeddings in the first four cases.  Referring to the comments fol-

lowing Table 1.1, one sees that this will prove (l)of Theorem II.1.   The proof of

(2) appears in §11.C, where some special imbeddings are constructed in the re-

maining case.   Whenever possible, results are stated for arbitary  amalgamations

along  K2.

B. Nonexistence of imbeddiners of  K   V..  K -Proof of (1) of Theorem II. 1.
771      Kj      71

Notâtional Conventions,   mroughout the rest of this paper, G and H will be

arbitrary graphs.   To avoid ttivialities, it will be assumed that neither G nor H

has any vertices of degree one.   The vertices of any graph of the form G V„ H

ate naturally partitioned into the three sets  G ~ K , H ~ K , and  K  .   Vertices

of G ~ K    will be denoted g  , g  , etc., those of H ~ K    will be denoted  h  , h2,

etc., and those of  K    will be denoted x, y, z, w, etc.   When writing adjacency

tours, three dots separating two vertices of the same type will be used to indicate

a sequence of vertices of that type.   For example if the adjacency tour at x is

*) g,.' ;2. »p
, ¿>,  then it consists of a sequence of vertices of  G ~ K^
7 ? ^ t

followed by a sequence of vertices of  H ~ K .

An amalgamating angle of an imbedding of G V K   H is one whose center is
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a vertex of  K    and for which one endpoint is a vertex of G ~ K    and the other aP r P

vertex of  H ~ K  .   For example, if the adjacency tour atx is x) g     • • • , g     6

••• , ¿2, then x is the center of the amalgamating angles    g2xhx   and   ¿2xg..

Since no vertex of G ~ K    is adjacent to a vertex of H ~ K , it is clear that an
P P

amalgamating angle cannot lie on a triangular face.

To prove (1) of Theorem II.l it must be shown that no graph of the form

K   VK  K    can be imbedded in a surface of genus g(K   ) + g(K ) - 1   if the triangu-

lation deficiency is less than or equal to 3.   This is accomplished in two steps,

obtaining somewhat more general results.

First, Theorem II.2 will show that no graph of the form G V„  H can be im-

bedded in a surface of genus  g(G) + g(H) - 1   if the triangulation deficiency is

less than or equal to 2.

Second, Theorem II.3 will show that if G V„  H can be imbedded in a surface
K2

of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1 and if d(G V^  H, g(G) + g(H) - 1 ) = 3, then both G and H

must have minimal imbeddings of a type which would be impossible if they were

complete.

Theorem II.2.  Suppose that  G V„  H is imbedded in a surface of genus g(G) +

g(H)-l.

(1) If x is a vertex of Ky, then x is the center of at least two amalgamating

angles.   If x is the center of exactly two amalgamating angles, then these angles

must lie on the same face.

(2) d(GVK2H, g(G) + g(H)- 1)> 3.

Proof. Since the immediate interest here is in (2) the proof will be begun by

showing that (1) implies (2).

To see this, assume (1) is true and suppose that  G V     H  is imbedded in a

surface of genus g(G)  + g(H) - 1.   If d(G VK  H, g(G) + g(H) - 1) < 2, then there

are at most 2 nontriangular faces and any face has at most 5 sides and hence no

repeated vertices.   Because an amalgamating angle must lie on a nontriangular

face, this means that x is the center of at most 2 amalgamating angles, and if

there are 2 amalgamating angles with center x, then they must lie on distinct faces.

Since this contradicts (1), it follows that d(G VK  H, g(G) + g(H) - 1)> 3-

To prove (1), note that the vertices adjacent to x include the other vertex y

oí  K    and at least one vertex from each of G ~ K   and H ~ K .   Hence in the ad-

jacency tour at x, there is at least one juxtaposition of a vertex of G ~ K2 with

a vertex of H ~ K .   In other words, x is the center of at least one amalgamating

angle.

If x is the center of exactly one amalgamating angle, then the adjacency tour

at x may be assumed to be x) y, g , • • •, g2, />2, • • •, h y
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The procedure now is to "split" x and obtain an imbedding of G V„ H in the

same surface.   This yields a contradiction since g(G VK H) = g(G) + g(H).

A scheme for G VV, H is constructed as follows: Replace x by x in all ad-

jacency tours at vertices of G ~ K and by x. in all adjacency tours at vertices

of H ~ K . In the adjacency tour at y, replace x by x followed by x . Finally,

delete the adjacency  tour at x and "split" it into

*.)   y-  zSr •■• 7 Z52' X2)   ¿2' ••' ' hV  y-

The only substantive change in the original scheme is in the adjacency tour

at y and at the point where the adjacency tour at x was split.   Hence it is easy to

see that the only effect of this alteration is to split x into x   and x2  and enlarge

the face C containing the angle    g2xh    from C = [g2, x,h2, — ] to C' = [g     x.,

y, x , h , • • •].   Hence the number of faces does not change.

Moreover, it is clear that the new scheme is for G V„ H and so the numbers

of vertices and edges each increase by one.   Thus if the genus is computed using

the Euler formula, it is appâtent that the new scheme is for an imbedding of

G VK  H in a surface of the same genus as the surface given by the original scheme.

But this contradicts the assumption that  G VK   H is imbedded in a surface of

genus g(G)+ g(H) - 1.

A pictorial representation of what this splitting process looks like locally is

given in Figure 6.

Ü ~ K,

II ^ K

Figure 6

Finally, if x is the center of precisely 2 amalgamating angles which lie on 2

distinct faces, then y must also be a vertex of each of these faces.   The adjacency

tour at x must be of the form

x) y, gv ••■ 7 g2, h2, ■•• , h y gy .•• , gr

Since y is also a vertex of the face with angle   g2xh2    the edge (x, y) can be

moved from its original location to cut across that face.   Once this is done, the

adjacency tour at x becomes
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x)  gv •■■ , g2. y. h2, ••■ , hy gy •■• , g4.

Hence   G V„  H can be imbedded in a surface of genus  g(G) + g(H) - 1 in such

a way so that x is the center of precisely one amalgamating angle.   The impossi-

bility of this has just been demonstrated, and so the proof is complete.

The rest of part (1) of Theorem II.l follows from (2) of the following theorem.

Theorem H.3.   (1) Suppose that d(G VK  H, g(G) + g(H) - 1) = 3.

(a) Let   K2 = (x, y).   There  is  an  imbedding  of   G V     H   in  a surface  of

genus g(G) + g(H) - 1   if and only if G has a minimal imbedding for which the only

nontriangular face is 7-sided of the form  [x, y, g., x, g  , y, g A and H has a mini-

mal imbedding for which the only nontriangular face is 7-sided of the form  [y, x,

hx, y, h2, x, h A.

(b) // the  equivalent conditions  of (a) hold, then clearly   d(G) = d(H) - 4.

In particular, G and H are not complete (see Table 1.1).

(2) // d(KmVK2Kn,g(KJ + g(Kn)- 1)= 3, then g(Km V^K,) = ¿KJ + giKJ.

Proof.  Clearly (la) implies (lb).   Hence if (la) is true, then g(K    VK   Kn)>

g(K   ) + g(K ).   In view of Theorem 1.4, this means that (2) is a consequence of

(la).

To prove (la), assume that G V\,  H is imbedded in a surface of genus g(G) +

g(H) - 1 and that d(G V^  H, g(G) + g(H) - 1) = 3.   The set of nontriangular faces

of the imbedding must consist of either a 6-sided face, a pentagon and a quadri-

lateral, or three quadrilaterals.

By Theorem 11.2(1), each vertex of  K, = (x, y) is the center of at least 2

amalgamating angles, and if a vertex is the center of only 2 amalgamating angles,

then they must lie on the same face.   Because amalgamating angles cannot lie on

triangular faces, and since faces with fewer than 6 sides do not have repeated

vertices and a 6-sided face has at most one repeated vertex, it follows that each

vertex of   K?  is the center of precisely 3 amalgamating angles, and the set of non-

triangular faces must consist of 3 quadrilaterals.

Hence the adjacency tour at x may be assumed to be

x) y. g4. ••• . gv bv ••«, h2, g2, ••• , gy by, •-■ , hA.

The quadrilaterals are  Qx = [gx, x, hx, y], Q2 = [h2, x, g2, y] and Q^ = [gy,

x,h     y].

Because all other faces are triangular, rule R   of Proposition 1.16 must be in

force at all parts of the scheme not involving one of the Q 's.   The adjacency

tour at y must therefore take one of the following two forms:

(!) y) z?4, x, h4,---, h y gy---, g2, h2,--- , hx, g x,---,

(2) y) gA,x,h4,---,hx,gx,---,g2,h2,---,hygy---.

The proof proceeds by analysis in these two cases of the schemes for G and
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H which result when the  h .'s or g .'s  ate deleted from the scheme for  G V,,  H.
ti K2

The only adjacency tours actually altered by a deletion of this type are those at

x and at y, so the computation of the new imbeddings is easy.   For example, in

computing the imbedding of G, all faces of the original imbedding not involving

vertices of  H ~ K    ate carried over.   In addition there will be "new" faces which

correspond to the altered portions of the adjacency tours at x and y.   The only

faces of the original imbedding which do not appear as a face of either the imbed-

ding of G or that of H ate those involving vertices from both  G ~ K2 and H ~ K?.

These observations make it easy to compute the genus of G V„ H in terms

of g(G) and g(H).   Clearly  V(G VK H) = V(G) + V(H) - 2 and E(G VK  H) = E(G) +

E(H) - 1.   Let F(G), F(H), and F(G VK  H) denote the number of faces in the re-

spective imbeddings of G, H, and G V^  H.   Then it follows from the preceding

paragraph that  F(G VK H) is just F(G) + F(H) less the total number N(F) of "new"

faces in the imbeddings of G and H plus the number  0(F) of faces in the original

imbedding of G V„  H involving vertices from both G ~ K   and H ~ K      That is,

F(G VK  H) = F(G) + F(H) - N(F) + 0(F).   If, in addition, all the imbeddings being

considered are minimal, then the Euler formula gives

giG   \JK   H)=l-]/2iviG   \IK    II)-EiG   VK    H)+FiG   VK    //))

(*)

= i _ y2iViG) - EiG) + FiG)) + 1 -AAiViH) - F(W) + F(<7))

+ YiiNiF)- OiF) - 1)

-giG) + giH) + Y2iNiF) -OiF)- 1).

Note that for any graph G and genus g, if G can be imbedded in a surface of

genus g and if 0 < d(G, g) < 5, then the imbedding is minimal. Thus the original

imbedding oí G VK  H is minimal.

These ideas are now applied in the two cases mentioned above.   Note that

in any case 0(F) = 3 since the faces in question are O y, Q  , and Qy

*)      Y.     g4>     •   •   •    '    gV     by    •■•    ,    h2,     g2,    ■■•    ,    gy     by    .-.    ,     hv

(1)
y)  x, h4, ■■ ■ , h y gy ••• , g2, b2, ■.• , h y gv •■• , g4-

Deleting the vertices of G ~ K    results in a scheme for '/ with

x)  y, hv ■•• , h2, by ...,hA,       y) x, h^ ■ ■• , hy hy ■■■ , hy

The new faces are   [y, x, ¿J and [h2, x, hy. y].   Deleting the vertices of  H ~ K2

results in a scheme for G with

x) y, g4, • • • 7 g i. g2' ••■ ' g y        y}  x' g3' * ' ' ' g2' gf " " ' ^4"
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The next faces are   [x, y, g A and [gx, x, g   , y].

In each case the only nontriangular face is a quadrilateral, so the triangula-

tion deficiency is 1 and the imbeddings are therefore minimal.  Moreover, N(F) =

4. Hence by (*),

g(G  V„    //) = g(G)+ g(H) + ]A4 - 3 - 1) = g(G) + g(H).

Of course, this contradicts the original assumption that the imbedding of

GVjj  H is in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1.

x) y, g4, • • • , gx, hx, ••• , h2, g2, ■■■ , gy h y • •• , h4,

(2)
y'    X,    hA,    •■■   ,    by    gx,    ■■•    ,   g2,     h2,    •••   ,    hy    gy    ••■   ,   gA.

Deleting the vertices of  G ~ K2  results in a scheme for H with

x) y, hx, ■ ■ • , h2, hy, • • • , hA,       y) x, h¿, • •• , h y h 2, • • • , h y

The only new face is  [y, x, hx, y, ¿2, x,.hA.

The symmetry of the adjacency tours at x and y implies that when the vertices

of H ~ K2 are deleted, the only new face in the resulting imbedding of G is  [x,

y> gi> x, g2, y, gy].

These imbeddings are minimal and  N(F) = 2.   Hence by (*), g(G V„  H) = g(G)

+ g(H) + Y2(2 - 3 - I) = g(G) + g(H) - l.as desired.

The converse proposition is clear.   Given minimal imbeddings of G and H as

in case (2), one obtains the desired scheme for  G VK  H by combining the schemes

for G and H according to the recipe already set forth there.   The result will be a

scheme for an imbedding of G V., H in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H) - I.   This

completes the proof of Theorem II.3, and hence the proof of (1) of Theorem II.l.

Theorem II.3 is slightly generalized by Theorem II.4 below. For an example

of a graph with a minimal imbedding of the type required by part (la) of Theorem

II.3, see Figure 7.

C. Existence of imbeddings of K   V „   K —Proof of (2) of Theorem ILL  Ac-
° 772        K 2      72

cording to Table  II.l, the only possibility not yet considered is when

d(^Km^ KAKn^(KJ+   áKKJ-D=5.772 Z\ 2      72 772 72

Recall that if a complete graph has triangulation deficiency 5, it may be a

critical graph (Corollary 1.13).   Moreover, according to Theorem 1.1, if m = 12s +

5, s > 0, or if 272 = 12s + 2 and s > 1  is odd, then in fact  K     is critical.   This

means that Theorem II.l yields a determination of g(Km VK  K„) in all cases ex-

cept when one of m and n is of the form 24s + 2, s > 1, and the other is congruent

to 2 or 5 modulo 12.

Part (2) of Theorem II.l is obtained as Corollary II.5 below.
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Theorem II.4.   Let G and H be amalgamated along an edge (x, y).   Suppose that

there is a minimal imbedding of G with a face   P   = [x, y, g., • • • , g     , x, g

* • * t gn-,7 y> 8n,+ i»* * * i g„ J ar>d a minimal imbedding of H with a face

Pj = [y, x, h,, ■ • • , h     , y, h     +1, ■. • , ¿     , x, A     +., • ■ • , h   ],

where  1 <nx < n2< n and 1 < mx < m2< m.   Then g(G V K  H) < g(G) + g(H) - 1.

Note that if ?tz = n = 3, this is one half of Theorem II.3(la).

Proof.   The hypothesis means that the adjacency tours at x and y fot the im-

bedding of G are of the form

f) g„.y.«„j'Snj+i''"'    y) *•

Similarly, the adjacency tours at x and y for the imbedding of H ate of the form

*> g„. y.s„j« «„!+!'•••'    y; *• *i»*-*'*«2' g„2+i'--*

x) y, ¿,, • • • , h     , h      +,,-•-,        y) h   , x, ■ ■ ■ , h      , h      +,,-■•.
y 1 77!^771^T1 J 771 77!i77!.xl

A scheme for  G V^.   H  is constructed as follows.   The adjacency tours at ver-

tices of  G ^ K^ and // ~ K,  are as they were for the original imbeddings of G and

H.   The adjacency tours at x and y are obtained by interlacing those from the

schemes for G and H as follows.

x) y, ••• , g nx- hV->hm2   ««!+!'•••'*«•  ¿t«2 + 1' " "

y)  *.---'¿mi.gl'--->gn2.  ¿77,I+l'---'¿77i' g„2+l'.

This scheme for  G VK  H differs from the original schemes for G and H only

at the displayed portions of the adjacency tours at x and y, so to compute faces

one need only consider these adjacency tours.   The faces are the same as for the

original imbeddings of G and H, except that   Pj and P,  disappear and are replaced

by faces

P\ = [gn].*.  hV'^hmx- y- Si'1"1'

p2 = ^m2- *. *„l+..---.«„2. y- *«,+i- — !•

P,3 = ^n'  X'   ¿77,2+l'---'¿m>>'87i2 + l'---1-

The unspecified portions of these faces are the same as the corresponding

portions of  P. and P2.

Let the numbers of faces in the imbeddings of G, H, and G V^  H be F(G),

F(H), and  F(G VK  H).   Then  V(G VK  H) = V(G) + V(W) - 2, E(G V^^) = E(G) +

E(H) - 1, and F(G VK  H) = F(G) + F(H) + 1.   Because the imbeddings of G and H
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are minimal, it follows from Euler's formula that

giG   V      H)<l-l/2iviG)+ViH)-2-iEiG)+Eill)-1)+ FiG)+ FiH)+D
2

= 1 - VAviG) -EiG)+ FiG)) - VAviH) -E{H)+ F(H))

= g(G) + g(H)- 1.

Corollary II.5.   //  Km and Kn  are critical, then giK   VK K ) = giK ) + g(K )- 1.

Proof.   Recall from Corollary 1.13 that if  K     is critical, then there is a tri-1 772 '

angular imbedding of   K    ~ /(    in a surface of genus  g(K   )— 1.   Let x and y be

the vertices of the deleted edge.

Since  K     is complete, it is possible to select a vertex z adjacent both to x

and to y.   Hence in the triangular imbedding of K    ~ K?, there are faces  [x, z, a]

and [y, z, b] for some vertices a and b of K   .
J 772

The missing edge (x, y) can be restored in the following way.   From the face

[x, z, a] delete an open 2-cell whose boundary does not intersect the boundary of

the face.   Remove a similarly chosen open 2-cell from the face  [y, z, b] and iden-

tify the resulting boundaries.   This procedure adds a handle to the original surface,

increasing the genus to g(K   ).   The edge (x, y) can now be added, using the new

handle.

When this has been done, the result is a minimal imbedding of K with an

8-sided face [x, y, z, b, y, x, z, a]. By the same process, one obtains a minimal

imbedding of  K    with an 8-sided face   [x,z,y,b,z,x,y,a].

Since it does not matter which edges one uses to form   K    VV  K , we can now
° 772       2\ 2      n'

amalgamate by identifying the edge (y, z) with the edge (y , z ). Then by Theorem

II.4, g(Km VK2Kn) < g(KJ + g(Kn) - 1. Since this is a lower bound for g(KmV^^),

this completes the proof.

Note.  The imbedding of  K    V „   K    obtained in Corollary II.5 using the method
" 772      K2     n ' "

of Theorem II.4 has three nontriangular faces.   They are

P, = [b, y, b', z],        P2 = .[*', y, x, z],

P, = [x, y, a  , x , z, a].

This observation leads to the following result, proving (2) of Theorems 1.6, 1.7,

and 1.8.

Corollary II.6.  // K    and K    are critical graphs, then for all p such that

2<P<5,g(Km^KpKn)^g(Km)n+g(Kn)-l.

Proof.  The result was established above for p = 2.   To complete the proof,

note that by Kuratowski's Theorem m, n > 5, and therefore one can assume that in

the above argument a £ b and a' ■/= b'.   This means that the other imbeddings can
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be obtained by successively collapsing the faces   Pp P2, and  P    above so as to

identify b with b', x with x', and, finally, a with a'.

This completes the proof of Theorem II. 1, but a few additional comments are

in order.   The results of this chapter make it tempting to conjecture that

g(G VK  H) < g(G) + g(H) - 1 only if K2  or some adjacent edge is critical for G and

similarly for H.

Using Theorem II.4, it is easy to construct a counterexample to any conjecture

of this type.   In Figure 7 an imbedding of a 6-vertex graph G = K. ~o K    is dis-

played.

Figure 7

One face of the imbedding is the 7-sided face  [x, y, a, x, b, y, c].   If a second

copy of G is imbedded in the torus as above and vertices are relabeled so that the

7-sided face becomes  [y  , x  , a  , y  , b  , x  , c ], and if these two copies of G

are amalgamated along  K2  by identifying x with x   and y with y , then it follows

from Theorem II.4 that in this case  g(G V..  G) = 1.   Now   V(G) = 6 and E(G) = 14

so removing any edge from G and applying Corollary 1.10,

g(G^ K2)>{E(G - K2)/6 - ViG ^ K2)/2 + ll

= 113/6-6/2 + l Ï = Kl3 — 18 + 6)/6l= 1.

Thus no edge of G is critical.

The only case in which g(K    V„  K ) is not determined by Theorem II.1 is

when one of zzz and n is of the form 24s + 2, s > 1, and the other is congruent to 2

or 5 modulo 12.   Finding the genus in this case might involve more than determin-

ing whether or not  K.        2  is ctitical, as the preceding example shows.   Indeed,

it may happen that  K?.      2  is not critical but nevertheless has a minimal imbed-

ding with a 7-sided face of the desired type.

As a final remark, notice that determining whether or not a complete graph is

critical is actually a problem in amalgamations of complete graphs, since Km ~ K2

= K     . V„        fC
m~l       Km-2    m~X
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III. AMALGAMATIONS ALONG  Kp, p > 3

A. Restatement of theorems and analysis of cases p = 3 and 4.  The first sec-

tions of this chapter are devoted to the proof of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7, which will

now be restated as Theorems III. 1 and III.2.

Theorem III. 1.  (1 ) // g(K    V „  K ) = g(K   ) + g(K ) - 1, then one of m and n
1   °      m     n.ï    ri m n

is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12, and the other is congruent to 1, 2, 5, 6, 9 or 10

modulo 12.

(2) // K    and K    are critical, then g(K   V .,  K  )=g(K   ) + g(K )-l.'772 72 ' ö 772        K3      72 ° 772 ö 72

(3) //  K     is critical and K    is congruent to 1, 6, 9 or 10 modulo 12, then

g(K    V     K ) = g(K   ) + g(K ) - 1   if and only if K    has a minimal imbedding with

a 6-sided face which has a repeated vertex.   By symmetry, the same statement

with the roles of m and n interchanged is also true.

Theorem III. 2.   (l) 'f g(KmVK   KJ = g(Km) + g(Kn) - 1, then one of m and n

is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12 and the other is congruent to 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,

or 11 modulo 12.

(2) If K    and K    are critical, then g(K    V„  K ) = g(K   ) + g(K)-l.v     '      ' 772 72 ' °x      772        K4      7l' °v      772' ° 72

(3) // 072e of 772 and n is congruent to 5 modulo 12 and the other is congruent

toi, 2,5,6, 8,9, 10, or 11 modulo 12, then g(Km V^ K) = g(KJ + g(Kn) - 1.

In combination with Theorems 1.1 and 1.4, these theorems determine the genera

aphs of the form  K   V „  Kr 772        Kp      72

unknown in the remaining cases.

of graphs of the form  K    V ..   K   with p = 3 or 4 in most cases.   The genera are

Table III. 1

d(K     V„    K , giK)+g(K)~ I)
772 K^72°772 ° 72

P

as a function of d(Km) and diKn),  p = 3  and 4

d(K)

d(K   ) 3

-6

-4

-3

- 1

~4

- 2

- 1

1

-3

- 1

0

2
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As in Chapter II, the proofs are by cases, depending on the value of the tri-

angulation deficiency of K V Kn for genus g(Kn) + g(K )-l. Since d(K,) =

d(KA= 0, the values of d(K   V,,  K , g(K   ) + g(K  ) - 1) are the same for p = 3
4 77!        Kp      n'   a 771 ° 71 r

and p = 4, and are displayed in Table III. 1.   The values are computed by applying

Proposition 1.11.   By Proposition 1.9, if the value of the triangulation deficiency

is negative, then an imbedding is impossible.   Thus there are only four cases to

consider, namely when d(K     V „  K , g(K   ) + g(K ) - 1 ) is 0, 1, 2 or 4.
77! Zx.       7! 771 7!

P

Parts U) of Theorem III. 1 and III.2 were proven as Corollary II.6.   § III. B is

devoted to proving the impossibility of imbedding   K    V      K    in a surface of genus

g(K   ) + g(K  ) - 1 when p = 3  and the triangulation deficiency is 0 or 1 and when

p = 4 and the triangulation deficiency is 0.   This will prove (1) of Theorems III. 1

and III.2.   Finally, part (3) of Theorem III. 1 is proven in §III.C and part (3) of

Theorem III.2 is proven in §III.D.   As in Chapter II, results are stated for arbi-

trary amalgamations of graphs whenever possible.

B. Nonexistence of imbeddings of K    V „  K  , p = 3 or 4.   The notational con-° 771        Kp      71'   r

ventions of Chapter II will also be used in this chapter (see V H.B).

Part (1) of Theorem III. 1 is a consequence of (2) of the following theorem.

Theorem III.3.   (1) Suppose that  G v\.  H has a 2-cell imbedding in a surface

of genus g such that a vertex x £ K    is not the center of any amalgamating angle.

Then  G VK  H can also be imbedded in a surface of genus g and d(G V„  H, g) =

d(GVK  H,g) + 1.

(2) // G VK  H can be imbedded in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1, then

d(GVK  H, g(G) + g(H)- 1)>2.

Proof.   Of course, the main interest here is in (2), so first it will be shown

that (2) is a consequence of (1).

To see this, assume that (1 ) is true and that G V„  H is imbedded in a sur-

face of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1.   If d(G VK  H, g(G) + g(H) - 1 ) < 1, then the

imbedding is a 2-cell imbedding and there is at most one nontriangular face.   If

there is a nontriangular face, it must be a quadrilateral.   Because amalgamating

angles can occur only on nontriangular faces, this means that some vertex of  K,

is not the center of any amalgamating angle.   Now (1) implies that  G VK  H can

also be imbedded in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1  and furthermore that

d(G VK  H, g(G) + g(H) - 1) < 2.   This contradicts Theorem II.2 (2) and so

d(GVKiH,g(G) + g(H)- 1)>2.
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To prove (1), let  G V K  H have a 2-cell imbedding in a surface of genus g

such that a vertex  x £ K^  is not the center of any amalgamating angle.   The idea

of the proof is to "split" x into 2 new vertices x. and x?  in such a way so as to

give the desired imbedding of G VK H.

Suppose first that x is not adjacent to any vertex of G ~ K,.   Then G V„  H =

(G ~ *) VK  W where G ~ x is defined to be the subgraph of G obtained by removing

the vertex x and all edges on which it is incident.   If y and z are the other ver-

tices of  K , then a vertex x   can be added to the interior of any face with (y, z)

as a side, along with edges (x  , y) and (x   , z).   This gives the desired imbedding

of G V„  W.
K2

The same method yields the desired imbedding of G V.,  W if x is not adjacent

to any vertex of H ~ fC.   So assume that x is adjacent to at least one vertex of

G ~ K    and one of  H ~ K .

Because x is not the center of any amalgamating angle, the adjacency tour at

x is of the form

*) y. g,» •■•»«2» z» *i» ••••*2*

An imbedding of G V„   H  in a surface of genus g is obtained by splitting x

into two new vertices x   and x2 as follows.   In all adjacency tours at vertices of

G ~ K   change x to x ; in all adjacency tours at vertices of  H ~ K, change x to x  .

Replace x by x     x     in the adjacency tour at y and by x2, x.   in the adjacency

tour at z.   Finally, "split" the adjacency tour at x into the adjacency tours

xl) y. z?i> ••• > g2- z-        x2) z, hx, ••■ , h2, y.

Clearly this gives a scheme for  G ^K  H.   The only substantive differences

between this and the original scheme are in the adjacency tours at y and z and at

the point where the adjacency tour at x has been split into those at  Xj and x2.

Hence all the faces of the original imbedding are faces of the new one, and in

addition there is a new quadrilateral  [z, x., y, x2L   This means that the number

of faces and the triangulation deficiency have each increased by 1 (this is actu-

ally a consequence of the definition of triangulation deficiency).

The change from G VK  H to G VK  H has increased the number of vertices by

1 and the number of edges by 2.   It therefore follows from the Euler formula that

the genus remains unchanged.   This completes the proof of the theorem and hence

of part (1) of Theorem III. 1.

In order to give the reader an intuitive feeling for the splitting process used

above, it is illustrated in Figure 8.
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C' "" K , C' -  K

Il - K3 // -   /c2

G V // c V h
*, «2

Figure 8

Part (1) of Theorem III.2 follows from the second assertion of the next theorem.

Theorem III.4.   Let  K,  have vertices x, y, z, w.   A graph G V „  H can be

triangularly imbedded in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1, if and only if one of

G, H has a minimal imbedding for which the only nontriangular face is 8-sided of

the form [w, x, y, z, x, w, z, y] and the other has a minimal imbedding for which

the only nontriangular face is a quadrilateral [y, x, z, w].   In particular, if

d(K    V„  K , g(K   ) + g(K ) - 1 ) = 0, then g(K   V „   K  ) = g(K   ) + g(K  ).Tri     K ^    n' "     m        °v7i ' ' fiv    m     K^    n        °v    ttt      °v    ti'

Proof.   Recall that «(^V ^KJ is either g(KJ + g(KJ or g(KJ + g'KJ - 1

and that a complete graph can never have triangulation deficiency 1.   Hence the

second assertion follows from the first.

The rest of the proof follows the same pattern as in the proof of Theorem II.3.

Suppose that a scheme for a triangular imbedding of  G VK  H in a surface of

genus g(G) + g(H) - 1   is given.   The vertices of  K    will be denoted x, y, z, w.

Recall that there can be no amalgamating angles in a triangular imbedding.

Each vertex of K.  must be adjacent to at least one vertex of G ~ K.  and

one vertex of  H •>- K .   Otherwise, say x is not adjacent to any vertex of  G ^ K,.

Then G V„   H = (G ~ x) V^  H, and by Theorem III.3 (1) an imbedding of

(G ~ x) VK  H in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1  can be obtained, say by

splitting the vertex y into vertices y( e C and y2 £ H.   Some face P of this imbed-

ding will have w, z, and y.   as vertices.   If a new vertex x    and edges between

x. and z, w, and y.  are placed inside P, the result is an imbedding of G VV  H

in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H)-l.   Since   V(G\'K  H)=V(G\'K  H) + 2 and

F(GVK H)= F(GVK  H)+ 5, if d(G VK H, g(G) + g(H) - 1)= 0, then

d(G VK  H, g(G) + g(H)- 1)= 1, contradicting Theorem II.2 (2).   Thus each vertex

of  K    is adjacent to at least one vertex of G ~ K.  and one vertex of  H ~ K..

Furthermore, no triangular subgraph of K4 may bound a face of the imbedding.

Indeed, if the K, with vertices x, y and z bounds a face, then the adjacency tour

at x must be of the form
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x) y, z, gx, • • • , g2, w, hx, ■ ■ • , hr

Because rule R   of Proposition 1.16 holds, the adjacency tour at y must then

be of the form

y)      Z,     X,     h2,    ■   ■   ■    ,    h y     W,     gy    •   •    •    ,    g4

and that at z must be in part

z A- *. y. g4>

Since z cannot be the center of any amalgamating angle, there is no way to

complete the adjacency tour at z so as to make z adjacent to a vertex of H ~ K,,

a contradiction.

These considerations show that one can assume without loss of generality

that the adjacency tour at x is

x) y> gi> • ' • ' g2> z< hx- • ■ ■ , h2, w, h^, • • • , h4.

Now the fact that w is not the center of an amalgamating  angle and rule R

imply that the adjacency tour at w is in one of the following two forms.

(1) w) by x, h2, ••• , by y, gy" t g4. z, h6,

(2) w) hy x, h2, • • • , by z, gy • • ■ , g4, y, h6.

If the adjacency tour at w is as in (1), then h., x, and g2 are successive in

the adjacency tour at z, as are  h&, w, and g, by R .   But if this is true, then z is

the center of an amalgamating angle, a contradiction.   So the adjacency tour at w

must be as in (2).

The same reasoning applied to the adjacency tours at y and z shows that there

are two possible configurations for the adjacency tours at x, y, z and w:

x) y, gx, • • • , g2, z, hx, •■ • ,h2, w, h y •• , h 4,

y) g,, x, h4, ••• , h6, w, g4, ... ,gy z, g6, ...,

z) hx, x, g2, ■•■ ,g6, y, gy ... , gy w, by,

) h y x, h2, •■■ ,hy z, g3, ••• , g4, y, b6, •••;

(1)

w

H)

x) y, gx, ■ ■ • , g2, z, hx, ■ ■ ■ , h2, w, h y ■ ■ ■ , bA,

y) g,, x, bA, • • • , h7, z, h8, • ■• , h6, w, g4, ... ,

z) hx, x, g2, ■ • • , gy w, hy • • , ¿8, y, h7, • ■ • ,

W)       hy      X,      h2,     •■-,     hy      Z,      gy---     ,    g^      y,      hß,-
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The procedure now is to analyze the imbeddings of G and // which result when

the vertices of H ~ K   and G •>- K.  ate deleted in each of the 2 cases.   Such a

deletion only alters the adjacency tours at x, y, z and w and so all faces come from

the original imbedding, except where the adjacency tours at   K,   have been changed.

To compute the new faces, one need only examine these adjacency tours (for more

details see the proof of Theorem II.3).

(1) When the vertices of H ~ K    ate deleted, the resulting scheme for G has

adjacency tours

x) y, gr ■■ ■ ,g2. z, w, y) g,. x, w, g4, ..., gy z, g6,

z)   X,   g2,  • ■ ■  , g6,   V, gy • • • ,  gy   W, W)   X,   Z,   gy   ... , g4,   y.

The new faces are   [z, x, w] and [x, y, w].

Deleting the vertices  of G ~ K , one obtains a scheme for // with

x) y, z, hx, ... , h2, w, hy, ... , h4,       y) x, hA, ■ • ■ , h6, w, z,

z)  h y x, y, w, h y, • • • , w)  hy x, h2, •• • , hy z, y, h6, • • • •

The new faces are  [y, x, z] and [z, w, y].

Both of these imbeddings are triangular and therefore minimal.   Clearly, when

they are put together to form the original scheme for G V,,  H, no new faces are

created and the 4 "new" triangles   [z, x, w], [x, y, w], [y, x, z], and [z, w, y] ate

lost.   In fact, this process is the same as that used in the proof of Proposition

1.15 in the special case   p = 4.

If  F(G), F(H), and   F(GVK  H) denote the number of faces in the correspond-
4

ing imbeddings, it has just been observed that   F(G V „   H) = F(G) + F(H) - 4.

Moreover, by construction  V(G VK  H) = V(H) + V(H) - 4 and F(G VK  H) = E(G) +

E(H) - 6.   Hence by the modified Euler formula

g(G  VK    H)=l-y2iVÍG)+VÍH)-4-ÍEÍG)+EÍH)-6)+FÍG)+FÍH)-4)

= l-Y2iViG)-EiG)+ FiG))+ 1 -UiviH)-EiH)+ F ÍH))

= giG)+ giH).

Since this contradicts the original assumption, case (1) is impossible.

(2) If the vertices of H ~ K    ate deleted, the resulting scheme for G has

*) y- g i' ••• ' g 2' 2' w'       y) gv x, z, w, g4, ... ,

z) x, g2, ••• , g y w, y,        w) x, z, gy ... , g4, y.

The only new face is  [w, x, y, z, x, w, z, y].

Deleting the vertices of  G ~ K    results in a scheme for H with
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x) y, z, h x, ■ • ■ , h 2, w, h y • • • , h A,

y) x, hA, • • • , h-j, z, hg, ■ • • , h6, w,

z) hx, x, w, by" , hg, y, h7, • • • ,

w) ky x, h2, •■• , hy z, y, h6,-.

The only new face is  [y, x, z, w].

It is clear that when these schemes are put together to form the original scheme

for  G V„  H no new faces are created, and the faces   [w, x, y, z, x, w, z, y] and
z\ 4

[y, x, z, w] ate lost.   Moreover, since the triangulation deficiencies are at most

5, the imbeddings are minimal.   A computation using the modified Euler formula as

in case (1 ) therefore shows that g(G V,,  H) = g(G) + g(H) - 1, as desired.

Finally, note that if minimal imbeddings of G and H with nontriangular faces

[w, x, y, z, x, w, z, y] and [y, x, z, w], respectively, are given, then the adjacency

tours at x, y, z and w must be as in (2) above.   Combining these adjacency tours

according to the recipe given by (2) yields a scheme for the desired imbedding of

G V„  H in a surface of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1.   A more topological statement of
z\ 4

this procedure is easy to give and provides the basis for the proof of Theorem III.8.

C. An ambiguous case—Proof of (3) of Theorem III. 1.   Part (3) of Theorem III.l

follows from the next theorem, whose proof is similar to that of Theorem III.4.

Theorem III.5.  Suppose that d(G VK H, g(G) + g(H) - 1) = 2.   Then

g(G VK  H) = g(G) + g(H) - 1   if and only if G has a minimal imbedding for which

the only nontriangular face is 8-sided of the form  [gx, x, y, z, g     x, z, y] and H

has a minimal imbedding ¡or which the only nontriangular face is 6-sided of the

form  [y, x, ¿  , z, x, h  ], where x, y, and z are the vertices of  K .

In particular, if d(KmV ̂K^ g(KJ + g(KJ - 1) = 2, then g(Km V ̂  KJ =

g(K   ) + g(K  ) - 1   if and only if one of K    and K    is critical and the other has a
° ttt ° tl 772 72

minimal imbedding for which the only nontriangular face is 6-sided with a repeated

vertex.

Proof.   The last statement follows from the first, since an 8-sided face with a

repeated edge e can be cut open along that edge to give an imbedding of G ~ e

in a surface of genus one less than the genus of the original surfaces.

To prove the first assertion, suppose that G V„  H is imbedded in a surface

of genus g(G) + g(H) - 1 and that d(G VK  H, g(G) + g(H) - 1 ) = 2.   By Theorems

111.3(1) and 11.2(2) each vertex of  K,   is the center of at least one amalgamating,

angle.   Because an amalgamating angle cannot lie on a triangular face, this means

that the set of nontriangular faces of the imbedding must consist of quadrilaterals
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Ql and Q2, each having diagonally opposite amalgamating angles. One of the ver-

tices of Ky say x, must therefore be the center of 2 amalgamating angles, one on

öj  and the other on Q2.

Note that if  K,   actually bounds a face of the imbedding, then the edges (x, y)

and (x, z) may be moved to the quadrilaterals  Q. and Q  .   This gives an imbed-

ding of G VK  H in the same surface such that neither y nor z is the center of any

amalgamating angle, a contradiction.

Combining these facts, one sees that the adjacency tour at x must take one

of the following four forms:

^ X)     gy     hy,    •••    ,    ky     y,     gy,    ■•    ■    ,   g2,      h2,    ■■■    ,    h4,     Z,     g4,    ■..    ,

(2) x) gy hx, ■•■ ,h2, g2, ■•■ , gy y, by, ••• ,b4, z, gA, ... ,

(3) x) gv hy, ■ • ■ , hy y, hA, ■ ■ ■ , h2, g2, ■■■ , gy z, gA, ■■■ ,

(4) X)      gy     hy,    •■•    ,    h2,     g2,    ■■■    ,    gy     y,     g4,    ■■•    ,   gy     Z,    g6,-

Note that in cases (3) and (4), the edges (x, y) and (x, z) can be moved to

the quadrilaterals  Q. and 0     to yield an imbedding of  G \A,  H in the same sur-

face such that x is not the center of any amalgamating angles, which is a contra-

diction.   Hence these cases cannot occur.

The procedure now is to analyze the schemes fot G and H which result in

cases (1) and (2) when the vertices of  H ~ K   and G ~ K^  are deleted.   The only

altered adjacency tours will be those at x, y, and z, and hence only these parts

of the new schemes need be considered.   Rule R   applies to all parts of the

schemes for  G V^   H not giving angles of Qx or Q .

(1) If  Q. = [y, g., x, h  ] and 0    = [z, g  , x, h2], then thé adjacency tours at

x, y, and z must be in one of the two forms

x) g y hy, ■■■ , hy y, gy ■■• , g2. h2, ■ ■• , h4, z, gA, ■■ ■ ,

(a) y) hy gy- , gy x, hy ■■■ , hy z, h6, ■■■ ,

z) h2, gr-.- , g4. x, hA, ■■• , h6, y, by-;

x) gy hy, ■ • • , hy y, gy, ••• , g2, h2, ■ • • , h4, z, g4, ■ ■ ■ ,

(b) y)      by     gy,    ■■■    ,    gy     Z,     g(),    ••■    ,    gy     X,     hy,    •••    ,

z) h2, g2, • • •, g6, y, gy • - •, g4, x, h4,-

In addition, there are two subcases where  Q. = [z, gy, x, by\ and Q2 =

[y, g  , x, h  ].   However, it is clear from the symmetry of the adjacency tour at x

that these will be the same as in (a) and (b) with the roles of y and z interchanged,

and so need not be considered separately.
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(a) Deleting the vertices of  H ~ K     one obtains a scheme for G with

*) /?!• y> gy  ■> g2- z- g4' •••»

y) gp ••• > g3. *. z-

z) g2' ••• 'z?4» *. y-

The only new face is  [gx, x, y, z, g     x, z, y].

Deleting the vertices of G ~ K , one obtains a scheme for H with

x) h x, ■ ■ • , h y y, h2, • • • , h A, z,

y) hx, x, hy, by z, h6, • • • ,

z) h2, x, h A, • • • , h6, y, by '•.

The only new face is  [y, x, h ?, z, x, h A.

In both cases the triangulation deficiency is at most 5 and so the imbeddings

are minimal. Moreover, when these schemes are combined so as to form the origi-

nal scheme for G VK H, the faces [gx, x, y, z, g2, x, z, y] and [y, x, h 2, z, x, h j]

disappear and Q. and Q ate created. Thus there is no net change in the total

number of faces. Three vertices and three edges are lost when G and H ate amal-

gamated along  K,.   In this case, then, the Euler formula implies that g(G V„ H) =

g(G) + g(H)-l.

Because the above construction is completely reversible, this case gives the

conclusion of the theorem.   It remains  either to eliminate the other cases or to

show that they yield the same result.

(b) Deleting the vertices of H ~ K     one obtains a scheme for G with

*) gi- y- gy 'g2- z< g4> •••'

y)  g]> •■ • >gy z> g6> ••• 'gy x'

z) z?2' ••• ' Se y- 8y 'g4- *•

The new faces are  [g,, x, y] and [g  , x, z].

Deleting the vertices of G ~ K    yields a scheme for H with

x) hx, • • • , hy y, h2, • • • , hA, z,

y) hx, z, x, hy ••• ,

z) h2, y, x, hA, ■ ■ ■ .

The new faces are  [z, x, h¡, y] and [y, x, h2, z].

These schemes are for minimal imbeddings of G and H.   When they are com-

bined to form the original imbedding of  G VK  H, the faces   [gx, x, y], [g2, x, z],
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[z, x, hx, y] and [y, x, h2, z] are lost and Qx and Q2  are created.   Hence the total

number of faces decreases by 2.   In this case, then, the Euler formula implies that

the imbedding of  G V„  H  is in a surface of genus  g(G) + g(H), a contradiction.

This configuration is, therefore, impossible.

(2) In this case, the adjacency tour at x is x) gj, h,, • • •, h  , g2,"-,g,,y,

by'-- , hA, z, gA,--- .

Rule R    applies to all parts of the scheme not giving angles of Q. or Q  , so

the adjacency tour at y must be in part y) h y x, g  , • • •.

Now y is the center of exactly one amalgamating angle, either g2, y, h   or

h., y, g..   In the latter case, the form of the adjacency tour at y would force y to

be the center of at least one more amalgamating angle, a contradiction.    Hence

Qx = [z, gx, x, ¿j] and Q2 = [y, g2, x, h2\.

If the edge (x, y) is moved from its present location to become a diagonal of

Q2, then the adjacency tour at x becomes: x) gj, h^, • • •, h2, y, g2,"-, gy by- ••,

h4> z> <V"-

This is the same as in case (1).   Thus the adjacency tour at x is as in (2) if

and only if there is an imbedding of  G V„ H in a surface of the same genus with

the adjacency tour at x as in (1).   This case has already been analyzed, and so the

proof of the theorem is complete, as is the proof of Theorem III. 1.

This case actually remains ambiguous because it is only known in certain

special cases whether  d(K )= 3 implies K    has a minimal imbedding such that

there is a 6-sided face with a repeated vertex.   Furthermore, there is still the

difficulty of determining whether or not   ^24s+2   's crnica^> s >1.   Some examples

follow.

Proposition III.6.   There is no minimal imbedding of K,  for which one face is

6-sided with a repeated vertex.

Proof.  Suppose that such an imbedding of  K&  exists and that the 6-sided face

is   // = [a, b, x, c, d, x].   If the other vertex of  K& is c, then the adjacency tour

at x must be in one of the two forms

(1) x) d, a, b, c, e,

(2) x) d, a, e, b, c.

Since  d(K,) = 3, all other faces are triangular and so rule R2 of Proposition

1.16 holds at all parts of the scheme not related to H.

In case (1), this means that the adjacency tour at a must be a) b, x, • ■ ■ , con-

tradicting the   fact that xab  is an angle of //.

In case (2), the adjacency tour at r must be c) d, x, • • • , contradicting the

fact that xcd is an angle of H.
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Corollary III.7.  If m is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12, then g(K   V„  K.) =

On the other hand, Mayer [7] has found minimal imbeddings of   Kg and K.g

having 6-sided faces with repeated vertices.   Thus if  K     is critical,

«<*» VK3 V = gtKJ + «<V - l = *<KJ + 2 and *<K„ % «„> = gC<m) +

«Of«) - 1 =«<«„>+17'

D. Special constructions.   If a complete graph  K     is critical, then  K    ~ K

can be triangularly imbedded in a surface of genus  g(K   )— 1.   This observation

can be combined with the construction used to prove Proposition 1.15 to give some

special constructions of imbeddings of  K   V „  K    when one or both of  K    and
r B 771        Kp      7! 77!

K    is critical.   In particular, constructions of this type will be used to prove part

(3) of Theorem III.2 and part (3) of Theorem 1.8.

Some results of Ringel [8] and of Ringel and Youngs [9] are used repeatedly

here, and so shall be stated separately as Theorem III.8.

Theorem III.8.  (1) (Ringel [8]).   Let  K2 = (2, 4).   Then for all s > 0 there is

a triangular imbedding of K.2s    , ~ K    in a surface of genus gi^l2s .A ~ 1 sucb

that there is a vertex 1 with adjacency tour 1) 2, 3, 4, 5, • • • , 12s + 5.

(2) (Ringel and Youngs [9]).   Let  K2 = (2, 5).   Then for all odd s > 1  there

is a triangular imbedding of K.?      2   in a surface of genus g(K.        A)— 1  such

that there is a vertex 1 with adjacency tour 1)  2, 3, 4, 5, 6, • • • , 12s + 2.

In order to give some idea of how these facts can be used and to reintroduce

some of the ideas behind the proof of Proposition 1.15, part (3) of Theorem III.2

will be considered first.   It is now restated as Theorem III.9.

Theorem III.9.   // one of m and n is congruent to 5 modulo 12 and the other is

congruent to 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 11 modulo 12, then g(Km\l K   Kn) = g(Km) +

giKn)-l.

Note.  As is shown by Table 1.1, m s 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 11 (mod 12) if

and only if d(K   ) /- 0.1 777

Proof.   Let   K7 = (2, 4) and applying Theorem III.8 find a triangular imbedding

of   K.2s    , ~ K     in a surface of genus  g(K )- 1   with a vertex 1 whose ad-

jacency tour is 1) 2, 3, 4, • • • .   This means that the triangular faces [2, 1, 3l and

L3, 1, 4J are adjacent, as shown in Figure 9.

2

Figure 9
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If the edge (1, 3) is deleted, the result is an imbedding of   K. _,      _ -v j K  , K\ in

a surface of genus  g(K. ,      ,) - 1   one face of which is [l, 4, 3, 2].

Moreover, as remarked above, if 222 is congruent to 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 11

modulo 12, then d(K   ) /= 0 and so there is a minimal imbedding of  K     with a 4-772 & 727

sided face [l ', 2', 3', 4'].

Now delete each of the above 4-sided faces from its respective surface and

identify the boundaries in the obvious way, that is, identify each unprimed vertex

with the primed vertex of the same number, and identify the corresponding edges.

Note that this identification is made so as to preserve orientability.

Because   K     is complete, the edges which were deleted from   K, „      .  are772 r > & [ 2s + 5

restored in this construction.   Hence one has obtained an imbedding of the amal-

gamation of  K    and fC along K    in a surface of genus gi^-X2s   A + g(r\n) ~ 1-

This completes the proof of the theorem, and hence the proof of Theorem III.2.

For convenience, Theorem 1.8 will now be restated as Theorem III.10.

Theorem III. 10.  (1) // giKmV K  Kr) = g(Km) + g(Kn) - I, then one of the fol-

lowing conditions is true.

(a) One of m and n is congruent to 2 or 5 modulo 12.

(b) Orze 0/ 222 and n is congruent to 8 or 11 modulo 12 and the other is con-

gruent to 1,6, 8, 9, 10, or 11 modulo 12.

(2) If K    and K    are critical, then g(K    V„  K  ) = g(K   ) + g(K  )-l.v     '      ' 772 72 ' fc 772        K5      72 ° 772 ° 72

(3) If one of 722 and 72 is congruent to 5 modulo 12, then g(Km VK  K  ) -g(^m) +

g(K„)-l.

As   usual,   the   proof   is   by   cases   according   to   the   value   of

d(K     V ,,   K , e(K   )+ p(K  )- 1).   These values are tabulated using the formula
772 Kjn0 772 ° 72

of Proposition 1.11 and are displayed in Table III.2.

Table III.2

d(K     V,.    K , g(K   ) + g(K )- 1) as a function of d(K   ) and d(K )
772Ki-72ö772ö77 7 ' 772 77

d(K   )

d(K   )

Note that (1)   of Theorem III.10 simply summarizes the data of Table III.2

(see Table 1.1).   Part (2) of Theorem III. 10 was proven as Corollary II.6.   To prove
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(3), it suffices to show that g(K    V „  K  ) < g(K   ) + e(K  ) - 1  whenever one of m' ° 771        Kj      71     —° 771 ° 71

and n is congruent to 5 modulo 12.   This follows from (1) of the next theorem.

Theorem III.ll.   (1) For all s > 0 and all m, p> 5, g(K,~     c V „  K   )<
_ w t   _     *   o       l¿5 + 3)K¿j7n    —

^K12, + 5)+g(Km)-l-

(2) For all odd s> 1 and all m, p > 6,  g(K12s+2 VK   KJ ^ g(Kl 2s + 2} +

Proof.   The proof is a slight modification of the proof of Proposition 1.15.   As

it was shown there, one can always find a minimal imbedding of  K     in a surface

M   with a vertex p   with adjacency tour

p') m',im-l)',...,ip+l)',ip-l)',--,2', 1'

and such that for all z with 1 < z' < p - 2, the angle (z'+ 1) p  z    is an angle of a

triangular face.   Delete all edges between p   and 2  , 3  , • • * , (P - 2)   to obtain an

imbedding of  K    ~ K., p - 3 in M ' with a p-sided face P   = [l ', 2', — , p  ].

In case (1), use Theorem III.8 (1) to find a triangular imbedding of  K.2      , ~

K    in a surface M of genus g(K. _,       )- 1 such that /C = (2, 4) and the adjacency

tour at 1 is 1 ) 2, 3, 4, 5, • • •, 12s + 5.

The procedure now is identical to that used in the proof of Proposition 1.15:

delete the edges between 1 and 3, 4, • • • , p - 1   and remove the resulting p-sided

face  [p, p - 1, • • • , 2, l] from M.   Identify the boundary with that resulting from the

removal of P   from M    in the obvious way.   Note that the identification is made in

such a way so as to preserve orientability.

Because   K    and K. ,      e  are complete, and since  p > 5, it is clear that all
771 1 ¿S + 5 —

the edges which were deleted from the two graphs are restored in this construction.

Hence one has obtained, after deleting multiple edges, an imbedding of  K.

amalgamated with   K    along K    in the connected sum of M and M  , that is, in a

surface of genus g(Km) f g(K,2s + 5)- 1.

In case (2), Theorem III.8 (2) says that there is  a triangular imbedding of

K. 2   . 2 ~ K2, s odd, in a surface of genus  g(Kx 2s + 2) - 1 such that K2 = (2,5)

and the adjacency tour at 1 is 1 ) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, • • • , 12s + 2.

Apparently, if one makes the added assumption that  p > 6, exactly the same

construction as was used to prove case (1) results in this case in an imbedding

of  ^i2s + 2^K  ^77i  in a surface of genus  giKm) + g(K{ 2s   2) - 1.   This completes

the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 111.12.   Le/  m = 12s + r and n = 12/ + q, where  0 < r, q < 11.

(1) // r ~ 5 or s is odd and r - 2, and if q / 2 or 5, then g(K    V„   K  ) =

g(K   V,,  K   )= g(K   )+ g(K  )- 1."v    Ti     K¿    m'      ftv    m'      ftv    t¡'

(2) // r = 5 or s is odd and r = 2, and if q = 0, 3, 4 or 1, then g(Km V^   Kn) =

g(K   V„  K   )= g(K   ) + g(K )- 1."x      71        Kl      771 ' «v      77!7 "v      7T
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Proof.   By Theorem III.ll, g(KmVK  KJ < g(KJ + g(Kn) - 1  in all of these

cases.   On the other hand,   a computation using Proposition 1.11 shows that

g(K   ) + g(K)~ 1  is also a lower bound for g(K    W  K  ) in these cases.
" 772 " 72 ° 772        /\/,      72

In some cases, the upper bound on g(K   V„  K ) can actually be reduced to

g(K   ) + g(K )-2.° 272 ° 72

Theorem III.13.   Let  m = 12s + r and n = 12z" + q, where  0 < r, q < 11.   T/je?z

S(K772 Vk/,,> = S(K72 %**,> < S<K J + g(K„) - 2  prot/irfezi o/je o/ iAe following

conditions is satisfied.

(1) £ > 6, r = 5 zztzz/ either q = 5 or e/se / z's oztó zj/zri q = 2.

(2) p > 7, r=z/=2, zznzi s cztW / rzre ozW.

Proof.   The proof involves only a slight modification of the proof of Theorem

III.ll, to which the reader is referred.

In case (1), one can replace the imbedding of   K     used in the proof of Theo-

rem III.ll with a triangular imbedding of   K,2 ~ K2  in a surface of genus

g(Kj           ) - 1 such that K2 = (3   ,5   ) and the adjacency tour at p   is

p') (125+5)', ...,(p+ 1)', (p- 1)'.6', 5', 4', 3', 2', l'.

This is valid because  p > 6.

If one now proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem III.ll, one obtains the

desired imbedding of  K    VK   K    in a surface of genus  giKm) + giKn) - 2.

In case (2), replace the imbedding of  K    with a triangular imbedding of

K. 2 ~ K2, s odd, in a surface of genus  g(^\2s + 2) ~ 1 such that K2 = (3 , 6 )

and the adjacency tour at p   is

p') (12s + 2)', -. -, (p+ 1)', (p- 1)', • • •, 7', 6', 5', 4', 3', 2', l'.

This is valid because  p > 7.

In this case, too, the procedure of Theorem III.ll yields the desired imbedding

of  K    V„  K .
772        Kp      72

Corollary 111.14.   Let  m = 12s + r and n = 12t + q, 0 < r, q < 11.

(1) // r = 5 zîW z'/ zj = 5 or q = 2 zzW / z's oz^zi, ¿¿z?«  g(K    VK   K  ) =

^72VK6KZZ2)=^m)^(K„)-2.

(2) // r = 5 or s is odd and r = 2, (¡W z'/ g = 5 or / z's odd and q = 2, /¿era

g(K   V„  K)=.g(K   V„  K   ) = g(K   )+g(K ) - 2.6 772        K7      7! ° 72        K 7      722 ° 772 " 72

Proof.   By Theorem III. 13, g(K   )+ g(K  )- 2  is an upper bound for

g(K   VK  K ) in these cases.   A computation using Proposition 1.11 shows that

it is also a lower bound.
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IV. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS

A. General amalgamations along  K?.   If arbitrary graphs G and H ate amalga-

mated along an edge to form a  G VK  H, then g(G VK H) < g(G) + g(H).   Theorem

II.4 shows that under certain circumstances this upper bound can be improved to

g(G) + g(H)- 1.   No examples have been found for which the genus of  G V„  H is

less than g(G) + g(H) - 1.

These facts lead one to pose the following two interesting questions.

(1) Is g(G VK  H) > g(G) + g(H) - 1  fot all graphs G and H?

(2) Is the converse of Theorem II.4 true?   Recall that Theorem II.3 gives an

affirmative answer to (2) in a special case.

B. Monotonicity.   If p and q ate integers < 5, and if p < q, then the results of

this paper imply that for all m and n > q, g(K   V K   K  ) > g(K    VK   K  ).   It is

natural to ask whether this inequality holds in general.

Some caution is in order here, as the following example will show. For arbi-

trary graphs G and H and subgraphs TCT, the corresponding question is whether

or not g(G VTH) > g(G V   ,H).   It is easy to construct an example for which this

is not true. In fact, if G, H, T, and T ate as in Figure 10, then clearly TCT.

However, G V_zV is an amalgamation of K and a planar graph along K , and so

g(GVTH)= 1, while  G V   ,tf = K; VR   Ky and hence g(G V   ,H) = 2.

2 9     8

1

4     5 6     7 45 4      "5 6     7

// T T'

Figure 10

For complete graphs this question amounts to asking whether for all m, n, and

p such that m, n > P + 1  the following inequality holds:

g(K     V,,    K)>giK    V.,        K).6 771 f\k        71     -  6 771 ^      +, 71P P      l

Note that if p is close to m and n the question has an affirmative answer.   For

example, if z?z > 12, then

giK    V„    K   +,) = giK   ..),° 77! K 771+1 " 771+1    '
77!

gK^K    ^mn^g^mn-^.i^gK^-^gKn^
m- 1

g(Km   VK       7Kmn^gK^rK2^>g^m+^l>g^m^
m — ¿
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The strict inequalities are consequences of the Complete Graph Theorem and

the fact that m > 12.   The definition of triangulation deficiency is such that for

graphs G and nonnegative integers g,  d(G, g) = d(G, g - 1) + 6.   Furthermore, if

H has E(H) edges, then d(G ~ H, g) = d(G, g) - E(H).   Hence the inequalities

s(Km+2 - Kll2>> g(Kzz2 + 2)- ! and ^772 + 3 - K2,yS(Km+A - 1  follow from

Proposition 1.9 (3) and the fact that for all 222, d(K   ) < 5.
772     —

C. Improved upper bounds.  The apparent difficulty of obtaining a better upper

bound than that given by Proposition 1.15 for g(K    V„  K ) when p is large has

already been commented upon.   What seems to be missing is something accounting

for g(K A.   It is a consequence of Proposition 1.11 that

A = giKj + giKn) - giKp) + \idiKp) - diKj - diKn))/6\ < g(Km V      Kj.

This lower bound is not always exact.   However, in all cases for which

g(K    VK   K  ) is actually computed in this thesis one is able to show (cf. Theo-

rem 1.4) that A < g(K    VK)<A+1.—  °        772       Kp      72     —

One would like to have something like this for all p.   Note that this would

help answer the monotonicity question of SIV.B.

D. Is   K,.      _,   critical?  This question has been a persistent source of frus-
24 s + 2 ^ r

tration in this paper, due to the unresolved cases involving graphs of the form

K„,      ,.   Most of these cases would be resolved if it could be shown that
245+ 2

K 2,  s > 1, was critical.   The apparent difficulty of this question has already

been noted by Ringel and Youngs [12].

Note, however, that it seems even harder to show that   K.,.      ,   is not critical,
' ' 24s+ 2 '

for one must then show that none of the 2-cell imbeddings of  K24     .  ~ ^?   *s

triangular.

Even if   K? is not critical, it may still have a minimal imbedding with a

7-sided face with 2 repeated vertices.   Thus one may still be able to apply Theo-

rem   II.4 to amalgamations of other complete graphs with   r\24s + 2'

These facts lead one to believe that a determination in all cases of

g(K    \l„   K  ), p < 5, is not close at hand.
0        772       Kp     n —      '
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